We perform a comprehensive comparison between terahertz ͑THz͒ time-domain spectroscopy and conventional far-infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy, including radiation source, detector, signal to noise ratio, bandwidth, availability, applications, and their own uniqueness. In terms of signal to noise ratio, THz time-domain spectroscopy is advantageous at low frequencies under 3 THz, while Fourier transform spectroscopy works better at frequencies above 5 THz. In addition, we provide a detailed discussion of the unique features of THz time-domain spectroscopy and its application to dynamic and time-resolved processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Terahertz ͑THz͒ or the far-infrared ͑far-IR͒ region of the electromagnetic spectrum is of great importance due to the rich chemical and physical processes in this range.
1,2 Fourier transform spectroscopy 3 was the most popular technique in the far-infrared before the advent of THz time-domain spectroscopy. THz time-domain spectroscopy is a very promising technique for its unique time-resolved feature and high signal to noise ratio ͑SNR͒ at THz frequency. 4 Nevertheless, far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy and THz time-domain spectroscopy have their respective advantages. However, there is a lack of a detailed comparison between these two techniques despite their importance. It is the purpose of this article to complete this task and give insight when choosing the proper technique for specific applications.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ shows the typical schematic setups for coherent THz time-domain spectroscopy and far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy. The major components of THz time-domain spectroscopy are a femtosecond ͑fs͒ laser, a THz emitter source, a THz detector, focusing and collimating parts for laser and THz optics, samples, a chopper, a motorized delay line, a lock-in amplifier, and a data acquisition system. A typical far-infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy consists of an incoherent high-pressure mercury arc lamp, a far-IR beam splitter ͑free-standing wire grid or Mylar͒, focusing and collimating optical parts for far infrared, a thermal detector, a motorized delay line, samples, a filter, and a data acquisition system. Figure 2 shows a typical time-domain wave form and its spectrum obtained from THz time-domain spectroscopy, as well as an interferogram and its spectrum obtained from a dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy. Both graphs take a few minutes to record. THz time-domain spectroscopy shows about 5 orders higher SNR than FTS at less than 3 THz. For THz time-domain spectroscopy, an electro-optic ͑EO͒ sampling detection system, including an EO crystal, a quarter wave plate, a Wallaston prism, and a pair of balanced photodiodes, is used to detect THz pulse with spectral components from dc to near 4 THz. 5 A filter is used in the far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy to limit the spectrum to less than 6 THz to facilitate comparison. The basic process in Fourier transform spectroscopy is a two-beam interferometry. The far-IR field is divided into two equal parts of s( f ). The sample is put in one arm with a transmission coefficient t( f ) and a phase shift ( f ). The path length in another arm can be varied to give a phase change of 2 f ⌬, where ⌬ is the path length of this beam. The detector measures the frequency integral of the absolute square amplitudes and the interferogram is given by
III. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
THz time-domain spectroscopy provides a direct measurement of the THz electric field pulse E out (t) using a coherent time-gating probe pulse, which is from the same laser as the pump pulse. The time-domain wave form in transmission geometry can be derived from the incident THz spectrum where t( f ) and ( f ) have the same definition as Fourier transform spectroscopy. From the above equations, these two techniques will yield the same information from the measurements, i.e., ( f ) and t( f ). They are mostly compatible in linear far-infrared spectroscopy applications, including measurement of refractive indices and absorption coefficients of various materials, study of phonon, plasmon, phononplasmon coupling and impurities. Despite many compatible functions, THz time-domain spectroscopy and far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy are two quite different techniques. Most emitters in THz timedomain spectroscopy are operated by two mechanisms: photocarrier transportation and nonlinear optical processes. A typical average power for THz time-domain spectroscopy is about 0.1 W, corresponding to a peak power of 1 mW with a duty cycle of 10
Ϫ4 . An incoherent blackbody source has an average ͑peak͒ power of 0.1 W, 4 orders lower than the peak power of a THz emitter. Both sources have a coherent length given by 2 /⌬(ϳ0.5 mm), where and ⌬ are the central wavelength and bandwidth, respectively. The source in THz time-domain spectroscopy shows much better stability than the mercury lamp used in Fourier transform spectroscopy. This can be understood from the statistical optics. We calculate the degeneracy parameters ͑average number of photons in a coherence volume͒ of the optical fields of the cw source and THz pulse, respectively. 6 For pulsed THz radiation, the degeneracy parameter is the number of photons in one pulse and is about 10 5 . For cw far-IR radiation, the degeneracy parameter is given by 1/(e h/kT Ϫ1)ϳ1. If we assume that shot noise is the dominant type of noise, the pulsed THz source will have a fluctuation that is about 300 times smaller than cw source.
For THz time-domain spectroscopy, two prevalent detection techniques, photoconductive antenna and EO sampling, are employed. 7 These coherent time-gated techniques are insensitive to thermal backgrounds and can be very advantageous under high temperature experiment conditions. This is due to the use of phase-sensitive lock in and timegated detection, which makes the detector off for most of the time between pulses. The coherent detection gives a noise equivalent power ͑NEP͒ of ϳ10 Ϫ16 W Hz 1/2 , which is 4 orders better than a helium-cooled bolometer and 6 orders better than a pyro detector. The field amplitude SNR from THz time-domain spectroscopy readily exceeds 10 4 (10 8 in power͒ covering a spectrum from 10 GHz to 4 THz, as shown in Fig. 2 . This is much higher than the SNR of ϳ300 from Fourier transform spectroscopy. Especially for a spectrum less than 100 GHz, the amplitude from Fourier transform spectroscopy is in the same order as the noise floor. Table I lists some of the important comparisons between THz time-domain spectroscopy and far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy. Despite the higher SNR of THz time-domain spectroscopy at below 3 THz, far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy has a higher SNR at high frequency and has a broader spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2 . By changing the beamsplitter and detector, Fourier transform spectroscopy can cover from the far-IR range up to visible wavelength. Recently, high frequency THz time-domain spectroscopy has been demonstrated with a spectral component as high as 40 THz ͑7.5 m͒ by using a 15 fs pulse and at the expense of SNR. 8 Both techniques have a Fellgett advantage ͑many wavelengths contribute to the measurement simultaneously͒ and a Jacquinot advantage ͑high throughput͒. In each spectroscopy, the spectral resolution of ϳ0.1 cm Ϫ1 is decided by the scanning time range of the delay line. Both THz timedomain spectroscopy and far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy are elegant systems that require certain expertise to build. The far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy system is commercially available and easy to operate. The THz timedomain spectroscopy system is just beginning to get into the market, certain improvements are necessary to make it more attractive.
The coherent, pulsed, and time-gated features of THz time-domain spectroscopy make it very suitable as a tool for many unique applications. One area of such applications is the spectroscopy of high temperature materials or processes. The incoherent thermal detectors used in Fourier transform spectroscopy can be overwhelmed by the copious amounts of far-IR radiation of the high temperature materials. On the other hand, the time-gated coherent detection of THz timedomain spectroscopy is immune to the enormous far-IR radiation. 9 The generation process of THz radiation used in time-domain spectroscopy itself can provide a wealth of information that cannot be obtained from linear far-infrared absorption spectroscopy. THz emission spectroscopy has been widely used to study the dynamics of photocarriers and optical phonons. [10] [11] [12] [13] A very promising area for THz timedomain spectroscopy application is time-resolved opticalpump THz-probe experiments.
14 An optical beam from the same laser, which is used for THz generation and detection, excites a sample. The frequency-dependent conductivity of photocarriers can be obtained as a function of time by varying the delay between the optical pump pulse and the THz probe pulse.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have made a long-awaited comparison between THz time-domain spectroscopy and far-infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy, from the radiation source to detection to applications. They are compatible in most linear spectroscopy applications. In general, THz time-domain spectroscopy has better SNR than far-IR Fourier transform spectroscopy at frequency below 3 THz ͑100 cm Ϫ1 ͒, while the opposite is true at over 5 THz ͑167 cm Ϫ1 ͒. Moreover, the time-gated coherent nature of THz time-domain spectroscopy makes it suitable for some unique applications, including high temperature processes, nonlinear THz emission spectroscopy, and optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy. 
